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Plans for the Annual
Maine Night Complete

Western Maine Alumni
Hold Banquet Oct 27

Between ninety and one hundred
Maine men and wi.men were present at
the banquet given at the Falmouth Hotel in Portland Thursday evening. October 27 by the Western Maine Alumni
Association and the University of Maine
Teachers' Association. Frank Preti '20
the
now engaged in law practice in that city
Prominent Maine Alumni Will Speak to
acted as toastmaster and a tine program
Under-graduates in The Gymnasium. Foot- of speakers was presented.
Superintendent Fuller of Portland.
ball to be Chief Topic.
formerly Head of the Department of
Education at the University, gave a
talk on his work in the local
short
th,0
for
last
at
completed
Plan, are
presenting many points of inschools
annual Maine Night, the one big get-to- L'
J. N. Hart informed the
Dean
terest.
the
gether of students and alumni on
of our situation as a
gathering
alumni
the
in
game
football
eve of the biggest
a
President, and exwithout
college
season. If everything goes well the arof
management under
system
the
plained
rangements mentioned below will be carMiss Ava ChadDeans.
of
Board
the
Bowdoin
strong
Maine will meet the
ried out.
expressed her
speech
her
in
bourne
"Dutch" Bernheisel, a prominent foot- team Saturday on Altimni field in her
number of
large
the
at
gratification
ball player of the class of '15 is to be last and most important game of the
Maine was
of
University
the
teachers
be
to
prompromises
very
game
state series. The
chairman of the evening. A
all those
urged
and
State
the
to
giving
ising list of speakers is to support the one of the hardest fought battles beof
school
summer
the
to
boost
present
chairman: Thomas J. Riley, Paul E. tween the two colleges. In order to win
numbers
its
increasing
institution
the
must
Harry
Bowdoin
the state championship
Murray '14, Sumner Waite '11,
also
Higgins '09. Colonel Strickland. Coach win this game or tie Maine, otherwise thereby. Professor Pollard spoke
the championship will be tied between in behalf of the Maine Department of
Brice and Manager Bryant.
Paul Murray will be remembered by the two colleges.
Education stressing its ambitious proThe Maine team come out of the Colalumni as the 'varsity tackle in '11, '12
gram of extension work and the need
and '13, and one of the greatest lines- by game with quite a few injuries. Mcalumni and trustees.
men; Maine ever had. Mr. Riley is a Kechnie at right end injured his shoulserved
who
man
(Continued on Page Six)
University of Michigan
(Continued on Page Six)
1911-15.
from
coach
as
university
-this
If we are to believe all reports, Sumner
Waite used to make speeches in chapels
and rallies that carried the students to
the highest joint of enthusiasm. He is
sure to be an inspiring speaker. Harry
Higgins who will probably represent the
Boston Alumni Association was a four
letter man and is considered by some the
greatest all round athlete in our history.
Colonel Strickland will speak for the
Board of Trustees.
While we are naming the alumni who
are interested enough to come back for
this occasion, we ought to mention that
one loyal alumnus has very kindly offered two barrels of cider for the crowd.
As the preliminary plans announced.
football is to be a feature of the evening as it has never been before. The
Board of Trustees has a reserve section
in the gymnasium. All the classes will
form outside the door, the co-eds
marching in first, then the seniors, juniors and sophomores. Freshmen are to
ocupy the balcony. Ushers will see that
all obtain scats in the right section of
the hall. The program starts at eight
o'clock.
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Colby Defeats Maine
With a Score of 3-0
Young Kicks Field Goal in Last Three Minutes of Play. Maine Line Plays a Whale of
a Game Against Odds.

Lambda Delta Fraternity
Becomes a National
Saturday, October 29, saw the installation of another fraternity chapter on
the Maine campus. This was when the
local fraternity. Lambda Delta, became
the Eta Chapter of Sigma Phi Sigma.
Lambda Delta was organized in 1920
by Chester Austin, Arthur Urann, Earl
Perkins, Wilfred Taylor, and Bradford
Leighton. The fraternity proved very
successful on the campus and has
achieved the object for which it was
formed.
Mr. William H. Hoyt of the University of Pennsylvania, Grand Traveling
(Continued on Page Six)

First Lyceum Concert
Comes on Nov. 3
The M. C. A. is going to put on the
biggest and best Lyceum course this
year that has ever been shown on the
Campus. The course will consist of five
concerts of a superior class, the first
one being on Thursday evening.
Those of you who attended the course
last year will remember Crawford
Adams and his Company. He will be
Some rather important matters were
here again this year with a new ahd
taken up at the last meeting of the A. A.
somewhat different company, consisting
Board. Among other things it was voted
of Marion Wilkins, reader. and Charles
recommend the following proposed
to
LaPiere, pianist and accompanist. Adams
to the constitution of the
amendment
himself is a violinist, and is the originaSection 3, Article
Association.
Athletic
tor of that remarkable feat of asking
VI.
the audience to name numbers which
"It shall be the duty of the treasurer
they like to hear played. He has never
to take charge of the funds of the asfailed to render these requests, whatever
sociation and keep an accurate record of
they may be. The date of his concert
all income and expenditures properly
is November 3.
vouchered. He shall give bond in such
Melvena Passmorc and associate aras may be directed by the Athletic
sum
tists will entertain at the second concert
the cost of the bond to be paid
Board,
on December 9. Miss Passmore is one
from the funds of the association. He
of the leading coloratura sopranos of
shall perform such duties relating to his
America. and has sung with the Boston office as may be directed by the board.
English Grand Opera Company. and as
and shall prepare an annual report and
soloist with the Cincinnati Symphony
such other financial report: as directed
Orchestra. With her comes Ellen Kelby the Athletic Board. The fiscal year
ler, violinist. Marion Jordan, leading
the association shall be from July
of
lady flutist of America. and Nils Nelfirst to June thirtieth."
son, pianist. A better organization than
Coach Brice spoke of the football sitthis would be hard to find.
Coach Flack spoke of the cross
uation.
At the third concert. February 2, we
situation.
ci)untry
have Edwin M. Whitney. the famous
It was voted that the special train to
act,
Whitney
Mr.
reader and actor.
plays of several types, taking every part 1Vaterville leave at 7:30 A. M. and rehimself. Among the plays that he acts turn not later than 10 P. M.
The board voted to approve the conarc "The Fortune Hunters," "The Mes-
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In a hard fought game last Saturday,
Maine met defeat at the hands of Colby
by the small score of 3 to 0. The score
came in the last period with but three
minutes to play. Small fumbled a punt
from Young and the ball was recovered
by Dunnack of Colby on Maine's 25
yard line. Colby made first down but
was held by Maine's line. Young of
Colby dropped back on the 20 yard line
and made a drop kick which was nearly
blocked by Zysman. This is the first
time that Colby has defeated Maine
since 1916.
The weather was ideal. With the
band, Bananas and over 600 students,
Maine's cheering section was one to be
proud of.
Colby kicked off to Maine. The ball
went over the goal line and was given to
Maine on the 20 yard line. The ball seesawed back and forth during the first
period. Thomas was the individual star
for Maine in the first quarter, making
many large gains around Colby's ends.
Maine tried many passes but they were
unsuccessful. Colby's line was strong
and they held off many of Maine's line
plunges. The half ended with the ball
on Colby's 35 yard line.
The second half Small kicked off to
Millett on the 10 yard line. Colby started to plug the Maine line. They got to
Maine's 20 yard line and Young tried a
drop kick but failed. Maine made two
first downs. An exchange of punts preceeded by a line plunge ended the third
period on the 50 yard line. Maine tried
the aerial route. Small threw a pretty
pass to Speed Merritt for 25 yards. It
was the best pass seen this year. Another pass was intercepted by Young of
Colby. Colby failed to gain and after
an exchange of punts followed by a bad
fumble by Maine, Colby had the ball on
Maine's 25 yard line. Colby failed to
gain and Young tried a drop kick which
clipped Zysman's fingers as he broke
through Colby's line. The ball, however
went through the uprights for the only
score.
Stimmary
MAINE
COLBY
le Young (Capt)
Soule le
(Continued on Page Six)
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Student Body to Hear
First Issue of MaineA. A. Board Votes for
Bishop Hughes Sunday
Spring to Appear Soon
Constitutional Amendment

(Continued on Page Six)

(Comtinued on Page Six)

—11
The last issue oi the Maine-Spring
will probably appear during Thanksgiving week. This publication will be larger and better than last year, having
forty-eight pages instead of thirty-two
as last year.
Officers of the Maine-Spring recently
elected are Walter J. Creamer, Editorin-Chief; Lucy Chamberlain '22 and
Mabel Peabody '23, Assistant Editors;
Arthur E. Wilson '23. Business Manager; and Bernard J. Mayo '24, Assistant
Business Manager.
An active subscription campaign is
now in progress, the subscription rate
being $1.25 for the four copies to be
published during the year. It is hoped
that a large number of subscriptions will
be secured in order to put the MaineSpring on a firm business footing.
Parade starts in front of Alumni Hall at two o'clock on Saturday afternoon. No one will leave
the ranks until the procession has
gone around the field. Remember
folks, this is the last opportunity
to parade this season. Don't miss
it.
•

Professor Weston Talks
For the Lyceum Course

Professor Weston in spreading propaganda for the Lyceum course which is
to come here under the auspices of the
Now that chapel has really begun, M. C. A. gave his first speech in chapel
everyone is very willing to help the this year on Monday.
First he told of the small boy who
committee along. A new curtain for the
his father discussing the use if
heard
stage has been ordered, one of dark
bread with a clergyman.
college
being
an
furnish
will
which
material
brown
excellent background. In the middle "Father," he said, "what is college
will hang the service flag, on the left of bread?" "College bread, my son, is a
this the banner of the oldest class, and four year's loaf, for which I have to
on the right the banner of the young- raise the dough." Professor Weston
est. Mr. Sweetscr has kindly consented then went on to emphasize the fact that
to the use of some of the palms from there is more to college life than mere
the horticultural department as stage social activities and there one must acdecorations. The committee is striving quire the abilty to be and the ability to
to make the surroundings as dignified as do and obtain culture with education.
possible with the means at its disposal. Moreover to obtain this culture, we
The men and women of the Univer- must depend on ourselves, especially in
sity will be particularly fortunate in music and in dramatic literature.
For this purpose the M. C. A. is
hearing Bishop Edwin H. Hughes at a
special meeting to be held in the chapel bringing a Lyceum course here to
at Alumni Hall Sunday evening, Novem- Maine to give us all an opportunity to
hear music and literature of the best.
ber 6, at 7.30 o'clock.
Bishop Hughes is resident Bishop of The course will begin Thursday evethe Methodist Episcopal Church for this ning with Crawford Adams. Professor
section of New England, and is widely Weston, who has heard him before, asknown as one of the best clergyman serts that we shall hear music which is
orators in the country. The older mem- real music, not jazz, which is music
bers of the student body and the faculty gone wrong. He also advised us to get
will remember him as speaker here on a round trip ticket and go all the way
we
several occasions, the most notable of with it for others are coming whom
Crawford
as
much
as
enjoy
shall
which was the dedication of the Maine
Adams.
(Continued on Page Six)
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t them the 'Jest time they have ever
Physics Club Holds
had at a Maine Night. We as students
'Bub Herrick Elected
at
the
University
are
being
watched
doPub'.isbe..1 Wednesdays during the to.lege ;
First Meeting of
As Captain of Track
Mrs Hunt spent the week-end at Balyear by the students of the Uulvers:ty of set by the alumni than ever before.
Maine
I Show them that we are worthy of their entine With her daughter, Elizabeth.
Chief-__--Frederick F Marston '22
Editor
support
Alice Doble '24. Gladys Gould '22
The Physics Club held its first meetWinslow K. Herrick, or Bub, as he is
Managing Editors
Estelle and Frances 'Sawn '22, Ruth c!,mmunly known, has recently been ing of the year Tuesday. October 25.
BrYaist Patten 13
If our football team -has lead in their Waterhouse '24 and Mary Waterhouse
There were about fifty present, ten of
News Editor
elected captain of track. Capt. Herrick
Louise Kincalde
Alumni Edit,.r
feet it is the kind that makes them snap '25 spent the week-end at Dale's Camp.
whom were co-eds. President Bragg
Specia4 Editor_ ......„Lucy Chamberiaus
career as a track and
a
quite
had
has
back
Lagrange.
when
knocked
down
had charge of the meeting. The sugand knock
Exchange &Is-or
Bernard Mayo 24 I
competent gestion was presented that the time of
Athletic Editor
fully
is
and
country
man
cross
"Pat"
out
their
opponents.
'23
Spear
O'Brien
Support
'22
Ruth
and
that
Elisabeth Kingsbury '23
Society Editor
Mary Coughlin '22 team every minute.
thapel Editor
See how much spent the week-end with "Pat" Cloutier to head our track team. He first came the meeting be changed because it connoise you can make not how little you '24 at her home in ‘Vaterville.
into prominence when he won his first flicted with some other meeting. A
Reporters
Hennrietta
can get away with.
Theresa
Jackson
'24
and
committee consisting of V. E. .Munsey,
,
Jeanette Stuart %M. Berneice Nicoll
race, the mile at the State InterscholasHalde '25 spent the week-end at their
Smith and the President was
22, Arthur Eastman '24,'
Pauline Smith
tic Track Meet in 1916. He also fin- C. G.
Vaughn Ladd '24. Elizabeth Hunt '24, Donrespective homes in 1Vaterville.
to look into the matter. W. W.
elected
The Chapel Books
the
ald Alexander '23. Hazen Ayer '24.
ished second in the half mile at
Madeline Brackett '25 spent the weekPatterson
and C. E. Becket were elected
Have you noticed the excellent song
Business Department
end at her home in Greenville Juncfon.
the meetings are properly
that
see
to
The University has
Clarence Beckett 'ZS books in chapel?
Business Esnager.
France: Towne '25 spent the wevk
advertised.
Kenneth Chase '24 been kind enough to supply us with the
Clreuiat on Manager.
end at her hcme in Milo.
Last Business Manager...kalph Hutchinson '24
Dean Stevens was the speaker of
best ones we have ever had, both in the
week-e:p1
Irene
Guppy
the
spent
'24
His subject was "Accelerevening.
the
selections included and the quality of
Subscriptions. $1.00 per year
at her home in Garland.
a review of class-room
was
it
ation."
Single Copies. Five Cents
the binding. Since this was done at ar
Edith Beale '25 'spent the week -end
Entered as second class matter at the post- considerable expense, the
work on this topic.
least
can
we
°face. Orono. Maine.
at her home in Bangor.
He opened with the meaning of the term
The editor in-chief is responsible for the do is to treat them properly—that is
Cora Mesesvey '24 and Do-a Rams
general policy of the paper and for the edi- return them
gave interesting illustrations of the
and
to the racks when we have
torial columns: the managing editor for the
dell '24 visited friends at Colby la t
different kinds of acceleration. He folnews columns awl the makeup of the paper: finished using them, pick up those which
anti the busineNs manager for the business
week-end.
lowed this with an account of how fallhave fallen to the floor, and be careful
and finances
A large number of the P,alentine girl
Commun:cations should he at the postotlice not to break the stiff covers.
ing bodies are uniformly accelerated.
There
at Alumni Hail before Saturday noon to
attended the MaIne-Colbv game a
He also took up the subject of the
is n,, reacon why these bo..ks should
Insure pubtkation.
Waterville.
change in acceleration at different heiPrinted by the University Press, Orono, Me not last for years.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis vis,:ted tl •
ghts due to the difference in gravity of
daughter,
Lillian '25. Sunday at Ea•
points on the earth's surface and also
A Forgotten Custom?
Be Considerate
tine.
in the heavenly bodies. The talk was
Here at Maine we have comparatively
In the case it some individuals. all
Gladys Springer '24 visited Marguer
interesting.
very
customs.
It
is
traditions
and
few old
exhortations from coaches, managers ite Simpson in Waterville over the. ‘‘,.•
the wish of every loyal Maine man to and captains to support our
athletic end.
preserve those which our alumni have teams whether
they win or lose are of
Betty Kingsbury '23 and Bee Nic,,1:
Phi Kappa Sigma Holds
held to. for so many years. in such a no avail. At the Maine-Colby
game. '23 spent the week -end at their respectmanner that they will never be forgot- one of our players did
splendid work ive home: in Biddeford and Brunswick.
First Informal Dance
ten.
throughout the game, until near the end
Sigma held its first dance
Kappa
Phi
deserving
oldest
most
and
One of the
of the game when he was unfortunate
of the season at the chapter house on
customs which we have is being violated enough to make
an error and give
Alumni Notes
Friday evening, October 28.
every day. That custom is kereing off Colby
a chance to score.
The all-necessary music was furnished
she gras.c. Doubtless many of the stuWhile the crowd was waiting for the
The engagement of Ruth Ellswoqi!
by a new combination of four musicians
dents have not heard of this custom or special
this player was standing on the of Brooklin, N. Y. to Mr. Wilton S
who were both syncopaters and melody
they would iii it ignore it in such num- plat ft irm loi,king
only Tio 'oilier, as Jardin. Kappa Sigma ex '17. was recent
makers.
bers as they do now. The lawn on the
was natural. A Maine man (not a typi ly announced.
A regular order of dances was carsouth side of Fernald Hall is being cal one, we
know ) who was behind
Carl B. Estabrooke '12 is now Prcs•
ried cut until intermission, at which
crossed continually by students and some
him started telling the world hiiw per- ident of the Thomas Bennett and S
time a lunch was served. After interof the newer members of the faculty.
fectly rotten it was fento make Co.
mission a Paul Jones was introduced
This plot of ground was reseeded last
such a mistake. The Campus reporter
News of the Mars:age of Edward W
just often enough to keep everyone in
spring but is getting so it looks as bad did not
recognize the individual. Pro- Conners Sigma Nu '15 to Miss Ethei
good spirits.
as before.
bably he was one of those who neve- Hilchey was received recently.
The nineteen couples who attended
The cement walks which were laid a tried
out for anything in his life and
Kid Potter '20 is on the Campus this
unanimously voted it a successful party.
few years ago were so constructed that never
knew the hard training of an ath- week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hescock of Monson
they would withstand the tramp of army lete.
"Pigs is Pigs."
Miss Ruth Blake has announced her
boots but the lawn was not built for this
were special guests and the matron. Mrs.
engagement to Wade L. Bridgham.
hard treatment and will not live under
Mary Stuart acted as chaperon.
W. K. HERRICK, CArr. TRACK
Mr. Bridgham is a graduate of the univThe Band at Bates
it.
21
If the grass is killed this fall there
It was unt,mtunate that the band ersity of Maine Law School.
A. B. Moulton '18 was on the Campus same meet. Since he has been at Maine
will be none of the green grass that we was seated on the extreme end of the
Thursday.
He expects to go to Port- he has been on varsity track, relay and
boast so much about in the spring. bleachers at Colby Saturday. This poscross country teams. He has been a
This does not apply to only one of our ition made it impossible for half of the land soon to test conditions there for a member of the varsity cross country
lawns but to all of them. The question crowd to hear the selections or join in new radio station.
Edith S. Oakes and Cecil M. Hilton team for three years. Two years ago he
is are you personally willing to take a the "Houn Dog" and Stein Song. The
finished fifth in the State cross country
few extra steps when on the Campus to location which we usually observe at Phi Kappa Sigma '17 were married on meet and twelfth in the New
England
LOST
up hold the old tradition and to improve home seems to be an ideal one either October 15.
meet; last year he was ninth to cross the
on
Hackett
'21
Ruby
been
the
has
A bunch of keys and four machine
the appearance of your Campus? Are in front of the spectators. or in the midline in the New England meet and this
you?
dle of the bleachers. Our band seemed Campus for a week visiting Mrs. W. 1). season he is captain of the cross coun- shop checks on a ring at the Maine-Colby game, one key marked DE-511. Findto compare pretty well with the other Towner.
Doris Savage, Mrs Harold Wright. try team. Last spring he was on the er please return to "Chubby" Holt, 205
one,
didn't
it?
"There will always be those who
and Doris Currier Treat were on the relay team that represented Maine at H. H. Hall.
think they know your duty better than
the Penn Relay Carnival.
Campus last week.
—N-you know it. But your life's your life
He is a member of Phi Gamma Delta
On Hanging Together
November
8,
the Physics Club has
not an apology. Dare Ti) live it."
fraternity. Sophomore Owls, Junior
Some men still not read only the nesVs
another meeting when J. L. Bernard will
Masks and Senior Skulls. His home is
of the i,rganization in which their stuMt. Vernon Notes
speak on "Air Mail Service." EveryFor Cross Country
in Brewer, Maine.
dent interest majors. The "Heck" men
one is invited to attend these meetings
In the t. 1-4,•• i.untry to be held here are apt to read about the successful apMary Townsend of Portland ha,
and we are sure they will enjoy them.
next Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock ple show. the "Scabbard and Blade" men been visiting Molly Perkins since Sun
Tuesday at 7.30.
Alpha Omicron Pi
the students are expected to be cheer- about the initiation at Bangor, and so day, October 23.
--N-ing the team ove the entire course. It on. and then read no more.
Florence MacLeod '21. who has bv•ii
On Wednesday evening, Nov. 9, the
is this support that is going to win the
Held Hallowe
'
en Dance second regular meeting of
Football ought to interest every last teaching at Mount Ida, is at home now
the Math
meet. The men who sacrifice seeing th.• student. The work of the team re- undergoing at operation for appendiciClub will be held in 24 Fernald Hall.
finish and cheer the team on the course flects on the whole college, why should tis.
Last Friday evening Alpha Umricon There will be a prcgram. Watch the
are the real live-Maine Men. Are you we not all be interested in it? "Maine"
Ruby Hackett '21 is visiting Mrs. Pi gave a particularly
attratcive Hal- bulletin board for further detail.
alive?
is all that we do and what each of us W. I). Towner and has been at the lowe'en dance
at Mayo's Hall. The hall
There is one thing which was practic- and each of our organizations do reflects House several times.
Phi Mu fraternity announces the
was decorated in accordance with the
ed in the time trials which must not be and reacts on all the rest of us. When
Una Greenlaw won the Bantam hen Hallowe'en motive, in
pledging of Elizabeth Frances Hunt '24,
black
and
orange
done in the state meet. That is the the football team loses, it's Maine that at the Fruit Show last Wednesday. The'
and with the traditional cats and witch- of Deering. Maine.
practice of running along side the men loses: Maine wins when the team wins. hen is now quietly reposing on the
es. One corner was unusually popular
and cheering them and coaching them It wasn't the Heck Club that put on the House porch.
where a cider barrel of generous capin that manner.
Apple Show--- it was Maine put it on,
Doris Orerende and Molly Perkins acity stood, flanked
Don
'
ts for You
by apples and douThis practice will disqualify- the man with the Heck Club as special Com- spent the week-end at the latter's home
ghnuts. Mrs. Estabrooke. Mrs. Hend--N
and may make us loose the meet. Rem- mittee. Was it a ‘‘'inner? Then Maine in Portland.
rickson. and Mrs Munson chaperoned
Don't waste your feelings. Feelings
ember this and tell any who do not know won. 1'as its support frost? Then
Catherine Sargent visited at the home the guests i,f
whom there were fifty are too rich cream to be skimmed
about this ruling.
for
Maine lost.
of Eleanor Murray in Hampden High- couples.
nothing.
It is also necessary that the spectators
The University is society of Colleges. lands last week-end.
There was an order of fifteen dances
Don't be too patient. "Once in a while,"
keep off the field during the finish of College spirit is a mingling in one grand
The House was greatly honored last with music furnished
by Reiche's or- said Uncle Eben, "a man compliments
the meet. Remember these two things
hole of the spirit of all the students Wednesday by having Houston, an inichestra.
himself on having patience when he's
do mit run with the men and do not and of all the organizations. One man ate of Theta Chi, as dinner guest.
The "M" Club had a meeting Thur- simply too lazy to make
stand on the field. These things are or one organization is not, nor can he
a kick."
Arabelle Hamilton spent the week-end sday noon
after chapel. The object of
Don't pack up worries. You can get
for Maine.
be. the whole show. The Fraternities at Portland with relatives.
this meeting was to make final arrange- them anywhere as
you go along.
cannot be without interest in the welMany of the girls went to the Colby ments for
the annual tag day. This
Don't let your stream of life be a murfare of the Commons and neither can game both by automobile and train. Una
"Who•• making all that dam
year the tags will be sold during two muring stream.
the Commons be without concern in the Greenlaw. Iva Merchant. Iome Irving,
days, Thursday and Friday. November
Don't use a pile driver to pin on a
Fraternities. The Faculty cannot be Vera Thompson. Arline Bunker. Lucy 4
The Week of Action
and S. The state cross country meet bow of ribbon.
This week end will see the greatest unconcerned with the student activities Dunn went with Mary Bunker in her is held Friday, and the Bowdoin-Maine
Don't measure success by accumulaand neither can the students be without car.
activity on the Campus for the year.
game played Saturday. The tags this tion, for this
measure is false.
thoughtful
pause
when
they see memWith the Cross Country run Friday
year will be a novelty, as they are to he
Don't talk over "prevailing condibers of the Faculty crossing grass plots Senior Skulls Present
evening, and the Bowdoin football game
a large blue "M".
tions." Just make friends with your
on the Campus instead of keeping Ti
Petitions to Trustees
on Saturday none will lack for exciteThe M Club is an organization form- luck.
the walks.
ment.
ed principally for the promotion and
Don't fail to love your negihbors, yet
The real spirit is going to come not by
The Senior Skulls have recently pre- support of
With these events there is necessarathletics, and the annual tag pull not down your
erecting signs and monuments of warn- sented tuo petitions for the approval of
hedge.
ily a great deal of work to he done
day, which is one of the old customs of
Don't kill yourself with
ing. It is not developed by the hand of the Board of Trustees. One was in reunnecessary
which can not be done with out help so
the campus, is one of the club's meth- work. There
was once a New England
the strong on the shoulder of the erring gard to the putting of posters on camif you are called upon answer willingly.
ods of raising money with which to woman whose
epitaph read, "She hath
one. Not by threat or snarl. But the pus property and has been approved by
This may he made the biggest time we
carry on the work. All money collected done what
she couldn't."
Maine spirit will be here when every the Executive Committee. This means
have ever seen if we all pull to-gether
from the sale of the tags goes directDon't leave the sky out of
man and woman lives his best and does that the practice is to stop at once. The
your landfor Maine. Forget yourself for two
ly- into the treasury of the club.
scape.
his best for his Fraternity and for his other petition was concerned with the
days and do as you should not as you
Don't argue with the inevitable.
University, for the one because of what abolishment of electric light and teleThe
want to do.
The C, fly and Maine members of only arguement available
it is but never forgetting that it is a part phone poles in favor of underground
with an east
21
of the other and .that above all Maine wiring. This petition has the approval Alpha Tau Omega held a joint banquet wind is to put on your overcoat.
There will be many alumni back for calls him to do
Don't preach too much. None
his best and Maine de- of the Executive comimttee but action in Augusta on the night of the Mainepreach
the Maine Night and it is up to us to serves
better than the ant, and she
that he do nothing less.
is required by the entire Board.
says nothColby football game.
ing.
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Aviation as Seen by One
Of Maine's Students
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GOOD MEALS
AND HOME COOKING

Orono Restaurant
ALSO DANCING IF DESIRED

JOSEPH PERRAULT
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
4t) Main St.
OLD TOWN, ME.

OR. F. L 0. HUSSEY

Affiliated %all
The Engineers Club of Philadelphia
1317 Spruce St.
Meetings, preceded by a dinner, art
held on the first Friday night of ever)
month with the exception of July, Aug
ust and September.
Maine men who are in or near the
city on these dates will be expected to
come to the Club or notify the Secre
tary so that we can entertain you.
President: E. L. Watson '01, Signal
Office Broad St. Station
Secretary: FL C. Pritham '01,
ford Arsenal Residence, 5436 No.
11th St.
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Don't forget t he Maine "Hello."
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CAMELS are
the quality cigarette
ECAUSE we put the utmost quality into
this one brand. Camels are as good as it's
possible for skill, money and lifelong knowledge
of fine tobaccos to make a cigarette.
Nothing is too good for Camels. And bear
this in mind! Everything is done to make
Camels the best cigarette it's possible to buy.
Nothing is done simply for show.
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STATUE OF LIBERTY AND MAIL SERVICE RADIO STATION
from these colleges. We need men
whose training will make it possible for
them to appreciate the significance of
details incident to the repair, testing and
flying planes under adverse conditions.
Many mechanics employed by commercial companies are absolutely ignorant of
the first laws of electricity yet they install the vitally important ignition system in a motor. Carelessness in the arrangement of such installation, may
mean the loss of several lives. We
must have technically qualified men to
inspect all such work right on the field
before a pilot is allowed to leave the
field with his machine. These inspectors
must record faults, note results and
study the hundreds of details the omitting of any one of which inspections may
be the cause of accident.
When we have learned to fly, we have
accomplished only the first and least
important requirement. We must be
able to defy gravity by never giving in
to a fall. Short flights and stunts only
aggravate the public. Make aviation a
business and it will become a business.
Aviation cannot be made perfect over
night, but it can be speeded to success
coffins."
by the enlistment of "engineer aviators"
How can we account for this em- thinking aviators—both in the army and
harassing situation? We cannot lay the in commercial projects.
blame with the American pilots, for the
best fliers of Europe could not make
use of our machines. Can it not be
safely stated that the competent engiWe need more reporters.
neers engaged in the direction of this
unable
were
they
that
few
so
work were
to meet the enormous task imposed upon them during the recent war; that
others engaged in responsible positions
forget the Maine "Hello."
were untrained to forsee the practical Don't
defects in aeroplanes, to realize the val-

not prepared to aid the allies in their
carefully organized military aerial program. In fact, hundreds of Americans
enlisted in the air divisions of the Canadian army, were sent to France for
training and joined the ranks of other
countries instead of their own for the
simple reason that our government had
insufficient safe training planes. France,
with a keen foresight of the value of
aeroplanes in warfare, organized a corps
of highly skilled engineers, who were
charged with the responsibility of designing and constructing military planes;
planes especally adapted for military
maneuvering and so balanced as to make
flying of these machines comparatively
simple.
Several very effective attacks had
been made by the French on the German lines during the early part (if the
conflict and it was not until two years
afterward that the first American built
plane reached French soil. French pilots
refused to fly these Amercian machines.
There is no doubt that these new machines were unfit for service; when they
did fly they were well named "flying

Take the Camel package for instance. It's the
most perfect packing science can devise to protect cigarettes and keep them fresh. Heavy
paper—secure foil wrapping—revenue stamp
to seal the fold and make the package air-tight.
But there's nothing flashy about it. You'll find
no extra wrappers. No frills or furbelows.
Such things do not improve the smoke any
more than premiums or coupons. And remember
—you must pay their extra cost or get lowered
quality.
If you want the smoothest, mellowest, mildest
cigarette you can imagine—and one entirely free
from cigaretty aftertaste,
It's Camels for you.
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Prepare For The Football Game
iodl Game
ills Rally forHeCColby
yt
el Hour Direct from Manufacturer to You.

HARDWARE
REMEMBER

F. C. PARK

STATIONERY
PARK'S VARIETY

Friday moriiing Lhata st is ice gave
Has the best line in Town'
Ha- Cle gi-ods
place to a rally for the Colby game and
the approaching State Cross Country
Meet. The attendance was very good
and the spirit above reproach. PresiCome in and get acquainted
A (Idler. a dollar,
dent Fifield took a few minutes to inA boneheaded scholar,
HELLENBRAND'S
form the student body of the details of
\Vhat makes your head so thick?
Clothing, Shoes, flat!, FurniAiings
the special train going to Waterville, of
You used to be a model child
COMMERCIAL BLDG., OLD Tows. ME..
the parade there and of the game beBut now you are a stick.
t
rett
Maine's
second
team and Coburn
—u—
Classical Institute and he then introThis little kid went tot college.
duced the speakers.
This little kid stayed at home,
The first Coach Flack, had a few
This little kid got education,
GEORGE KING
words of encouragement to speak in
This little kid got none,
behalf of his squad and its prospects for
This little kid cried, "Oui, Oui,
Ice
November 3. Sixty-five men began
I'm homesick and want to, go home!"
trainin
in
Septem
g
accordi
ber
ng
to
his
—111—
tigures, but only twenty have remained
Hark! Hark! The speakers bark;
for finals. These, he said. are as good
For chapel has come to town)
cross country runners as he has ever
They tell us lies o:r otherwise.
o so far as spirit and attitude go. nilint all wear cap and gown.
STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
t( en have not missed a practice during
— —
the season; so the famous first rule in
AT
Pease 'wilding hot,
the book can not apply to them. As exPease pudding codol.
UNIVERSITY STORE
amples of the kind if feeling the team
We get it at the CoMMotl,
FernaldIHall
has the coach cited two cases. The first
nine days old.
PRIW $13.95
was the work being done by the ineliSome like it hot.
gibles, who akin, they can not compete Drab moleskin
Some like it cold,
ca sheeplined coat 36
have been in practice simply to keep inches long, with
Some like it in the pot
shawl wombat fur colthose who may have a chance on the lar, 4 sewed on
better than in their stomachs.
buttons and loops, heavy
squad. This action he thought particu- sleeve lining knit wrister
— AL —
s, 2 slant welted
larly praiseworthy. His other case was pockets, belt
!Attic jack Hi'rut' one early morn
all around with buckle
that of a new man who lacking any Sizes from 36 to
Was running a big gen-e-ra-tor.
48.
THE BEST SHOW FOR YOUR MONEY
Ile took hold ,f a volt and he got a big training in form ran in a recent tryout Will send parcel Post direct ON REuntil
he
fell
and
then
got
up
and
tried CEIPT of CHECK or MONEY ORjolt.
Daily Mat. at 2:30
Evenings at 6:45 and 8:30
And he saiol I will call again later. 141 run again. At the conclusitrn he DER. Mention breast measure, also
Continual Show
asked for student suppoirt in the form of name and addres plainly
s
. Satisfaction
Lots of Comfortable Seats
This is the !tooth that lay in the cellar vocal assitance up to, the time at least guaranteed or money refunded without
that the • Mier teams of the State show question.
that Jack built
This is the mutt that drank the In o,ch they are better than Maine.
Cooach Brice stated mum taking the
THE SIMON COAT CO.
that lay in the cellar that Jack built
"Finest lotion Picture Theatre in Eastern slaint'''
This is the cop that pinched the mutt their that he had no, predictions as to the 144 Kingston
St.,
Boston
Mass.
,
that drank the homsli that lay in tho Colby game. To him it seemed the
•
critical game of the season. The Bowcellar that Jack built.
_
N1r. Clarence I). Shedd, Field Scent- ,i(Auted his time to a careful study of tries
This is the cook that fed the cop that dont score did not show the real
are now gathering funds for the
pinched the mutt that drank the hooch strength of the Coolloy team for Coach tars- (4 New England for the student the deplorable conditions in the univer- students of eleven
of the European counthat lay in the cellar that Jack built I ktergren says that Colby has the best department of the Y. NI. C. A. addressea sities of those countries. Mr. Shedd tries. An appeal is being
made to stuThis is the duke that tired the 1:41,1)k that tighting line in the State. Their men a representative gathering of men and gave a most vivid description contrastdents to help the Student Friendship
Are
veteran,
: and have their own groamil of a Student Friendship
fed the C.011 that pincheol the inntt
Fund. Having countries of central Europe, and having Fund along. It
is hoped that the greater
Opt drank the hooch that lay in tin to tight on against Maine's comparative
ing the life of those institutions with
spent two momths during last summer
lv green material. Maine's only chance
part of $500010 may be raised right here
cellar that Jack built.
that of ours.
would be toi keep to its own little sand- in Austria. Germany, Poland and other
—m—
The students of twenty-six other coun- in America for this splendid cause.
pit(' anol shoow more fight, as .the coak-11
Mary had a little dress,
expressed it.
A little it was so;
AMP
And every:cher-I- that Mary :cent
The third speaker "Stut" Brooks, was
new to the audience so far as speaking
The dress it did not go.
went, but as a veteran cross country man
he was able to give some information.
It followed her to school one day
His introduction was very original and
Of course 'twas very hot ;
he proceeded to elabilrate on the glories
And mercy! how the boys did stare
of the "go wood odd days of Roger Bell.
At where the dress was III it!
"Spin" Wunderlich. "Ed" Dempsey and
the like. He said he haul begun to fear
A T Psicrisc
that the "scrap" these men showed hail
Ile spoke to me in softest tomes
left Maine last year but he finds that
.ml. leaning low above my chair.
the present team is werthy of all praise
Ile slippcd Ins arm around my neck ;
and suptiort IN is Sible bit- their spirit Call
1 was ti Oil desperate to care.
not be beaten even in this day. "Maine
I felt his gaze upon my mouth
put itself on the map in New England
And --Well, hear the shoicking truth
NOM(' stars ago as being a cross
I tightly (loosed my eyes, prei,areol
countrv
eollege and each season the outside colFor him to pull my tooth
-shoe magnet attracts a steel needle. But why?
leges wonder what we have up here." to
_
We
don't know exactly. We do know that electricity
quote the assistant coach, "and we've
and mag(ON 501.1.1)
netis
m
are related.
She lay in his arms and snuggled her always been able to show them until last
head against his neck. A rush of enu. year." Ile believes the University can
In dynamos and motors we apply electro-magn
redeem itself this SeaSIiii and recognizes
etic
Ii iii surged through her--tenderly
he as its only. voirthy
power
-stations, lighting systems, electric traction andeffects. All our
rival. linker of Bates.
caressed her and she closed her eyes in
motor drives,
even the ignition system: of our automobile
delight.
s, depend upon these
magnetic effects which we use and do not understand
"Poor kitty. did I step on your tail
.

t
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MOVIES IN ORONO

STRAND THEATRE

horse

1. Thou

2. Thou

t
,halt
shalt
shah
shalt
shalt

not
not
iii it
not
not

quit.
alibi.
gli oat over winning
be a rotten I.)ser.
take unfair aolvant

3. Thou
4. Thou
5. Thom
age.
6. Thou shalt not ask odds thou art
miss il ling to give.
7. Thom shalt :IN
ready ti gist
thine oppornent the shade.
8. Tho .t1 Shalt not sonterestionafe an opponent. iii ir„;•,-restimate thyself.
U. Remember that the game is the
thing, and that he who thinketh
otherwise is a mucker and no, true
sportsman.
10. Honor the game thou playe,t. for
he who play eth the game straight
and hard wins es en %Olen he loses.

Fruit Judging Team at
New England Fruit Show

For the first time in many years, the
Cidlege of Agriculture is to send a
Fruit Judging team 1,i 3 men to the
New England Fruit Show, to compete in
an apple judging comtest with teams
from other New England agricultural
colleges. The call for candidates for
this team brought out IS Men. By various means anol forms of competitive
wo,rk. held hy- the Horticultural Department. this number has tveen cut down to
fI. These competitive "examinat io ins"
were held during the fruit and flower
exhibit. October 25 and 26, given in the
gyinna•ium.
The squad is EIOW hillited to Babson,
Cunninglwin, Curtis. Gibbs. I.ester and
C. E. Small.
The team will have Sunday, NovemIwr
for Concowd. New Hampshire.
where the contest is to be held. The
fruit show will Iv front Novetn
ber 4 to
$ but the fruit judging contest
will take
Place u in M ,ndaY. the seventh. in the
State .1rtma-y at concord,
The team will be accomq,anied by
Prof IL P. Sweetser of the Horticu
ltural Department.

Brown University has announced that
a putting green will be constructed at
once on the Middle Campus For the last
few years, there has been an epidemic of
golf suits as academic regalia for undergraduates. Students say that the new
putting green is mainly planned to provide an occupation for non -golfing golfers. the students who content themselves
with wearing the clothes. Although
planned principally for golf-suited stu• dents, no man will he !barred from the Mary. NI a r y.
quite modernary,
course out of costume.
llow does your bobhed hair grow?
With curls in front and curls behind
Don't forget the Maine "Hello.” And curls in a
frisky row.
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Why Is Iron Magnetic?

Perhaps if we understood them we could utilize
efficiently. Perhaps we could discover combinatio them much more
ns of metals more
magnetic than iron.
The Research Laboratories of the General
ic Company investigate magnetism by trying to find out more Electr
about electrons and their
arrangement in atoms.
X-ravs have shown that each iron atom consis
ts of electrons grouped
around a central nucleus— like planets aroun
d
X-ravs enable us to some extent to see into the an infinitesimal sun.
atom and may at last
reveal to us what makes for magnetism.
This is research in pure science, and nothi
ng else. Only thus can real
progress be made.
Studies of this kind are constantly
resulting in minor improvements.
But some day a discovery may be made
gist to work out the formula for a magne which will enable a metallurcast, but which vill surely have the tic alloy which has not yet been
properties required. Such a result
would be an achievement with treme
improve all electric generators, motors, ndous possibilities. It would
and magnetic devices.
In the meantime the continual impro
proceeds. in lesser steps. These summ vement in electrical machinery
up, constitute the pheno
enal progress experienced in the electred
mical
art during the past
five sears.
twenty-

General Electric
Company
General Office

Schenectady, N. V.
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reputation by an exhibition of snappy
playing at the game Saturday. A collection of 15 cents apiece from the student body made it possible for twentyfive picked men to make the trip. As
soon as the train arrived at Waterville
they formed at the head of the student
body and furnished the music for a
parade over town. At the game in the
afternoon the students and spectators
were entertained before the game and
between the periods with appropriate
selections.
The following men did honor to themselves and the reputation of the band:
Drum Major: Woodman; Comets: Lester, McLaughlin, Connor, Dunham,
Odell; Trombones: Murray, Shaw.
Black,
Rubinoff. Baker; Clarinets:
Harkness, Daniels, Hackett; Saxophones: Vallee, Libby, Coburn; Altos:
Carlin, Swett, Coleman; Bass: Pease;
Baritone: Levi; Drums: Stevens. Merrow, Higgins.

ment can accomplish nothing but on the
ether hand if each student at every opportunity will boost the Unit here and
never overlook a chance to "sell" the
R. 0. T. C. to the fellow who doesn't
know, there is no reason why we should
not head the list when it is published
next spring. It is immateral whether or
not you are a member of the R.O.T.C.
Bear in mind that it is part of the Institution and that it is making a conscientious effort to uphold Maine traditions
by "finishing" where Maine belongs—in
front. It is easy to find fault and easy
to knock, your football teams know that
but let's get out of the old habit of looking for the worst and try to see the
good in the institutions of the University. In order to "go over the top" this
year the Reserve Officer's Training
Corps needs your support and your encouragement and as part of the University it feels, that it has a perfect right
to expect this much from you. Be a
booster, put the University of Maine before the other colleges of the country
in a manner that becomes her dignity,
get behind the R.O.T.C., be interested
enough to note and remark on its progress—LET'S GO.

CRAWFORD ADAMS

The Inspection Trip of
The Senior Engineers

I Much Interest is Shown
Military Department
Our Band Appears Well
In Cross-Country Team
Working for Honors
At the Game Saturday
M—
---a—
The U. of M. band upheld its usual

J

First Number
University Lyceum

0

Thursday, Nov. 3.
8 o'clock

S

ALUMNI HALL
Admission, $.65
Course ticket,
Five coi.certs, $2.00.
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he greater
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cause.
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Dance orders, Programs
and Favors
Fraternity Paper
and Cards
SKILLKRAFTERS, Inc.
I). F. Thomas, Agent
4, K

Interest in our Cross Country team is
The military Department is striving
increasing as the day of the state meet hard this year to have the University of
approaches. According to the "heart to Maine designated by the War Departheart" talks of Coach Flack at recent ment as a "Distinguished College."
football rallies, Captain Herrick is not
Each year not exceeding 20 per-cent
leading the best squad that Maine has of the total number of colleges which
ever turned out, nor is the squad in the maintain exceptionally efficient senior
best physical condition.
units of the Reserve Officers Training
A trial run was held recently in order Corps are annually designated in War
to pick out the men who will represent Department orders as "distinguished colMaine in the state meet which takes leges." The Regulations governing the
place next Friday afternoon over our R. 0. T. C. outline the following prinown course. Barnard, Patten, Herrick, cipal factors which are considered in deLaughlin, McKeeman, and A. E. Wilson termining the colleges which are to be
finished in very good style and at very designated as "distinguished colleges."
close intervals. Webb and H. F. Noyes
"(a) Facilities for outdoor drill and
came in strong, but Ames, Berg and Al- indoor drill and instruction Facilities for
quist did not show their usual form. As storage and care of arms and equipment.
a result. Captain Herrick '22, Barnard Facilities for outdoor and indoor in'22, Patten '25. McKeeman '23, and A. struction in marksmanship. Office, recE. Wilson '23 will compete in the meet. itation and assembly-room facilities.
These will be strengthened by two to be
(h) Extent to which Reserve Officers
picked from the following list: Laugh- Training Corps training is compulsory.
lin '22, Webb '23, H. F. Noyes '25, Berg Enforcement of discipline. General sup'24, Ames '24. and Alquist '24.
port and encouragement of the Military
Coach Flack has no statement to make Department. Active ccoperation with
on the possible outcome of the meet. In the Military Department by other de•
fact, he has tried to cast a gloomy out- partments of the instififtion.
look for Maine, but he has never hesi(c) Percentage of enrollment in the
tated to tell us that he has faith in his Reserve Officers Training Corps of elsquad. However, he has by no means igible students. Percentage of enrolltried to deceive us as to the standing of ment on the Advanced Courses of eligthe squad. The fact is that thru our ible members of the Reserve Officers
dormant spirit, some of the best materi- Training Corps. Percentage of attendal has been lost to the squad either be- ence at Reserve Officers Training Corps
cause we have been too unconscious and summer camps of eligible members.
let some very good athletes become inTotal enrollment in the R. 0. T. C.
eligible, or because we have been too un(d) Efficiency of theoretical instructconcerned to urge athletic possibilities to ion.
turn out to the daily workouts. Con(e) Appearance and discipline. Physequently, Maine's chances for the state sical training. Disciplinary drills, cerchampionship are not very bright. as omonies, etc. Extended order drills.
Coach Flack would have us understand. Field exercises, tactical walks, terrain
But we are of the opinion that the night exercises, etc., paying particular attentis darkest just before dawn and that ion to leadership, use of arms and knowwith the aid of the student body, Ole ledge of fire direction and control."
entire student body, Coach Flack's squad
From the above one can readily see
will put thru with a victory.
that the task which confronts the Military Department is no easy one. To
The Scabbard and Blade Holds meet the requirements outlined above
and to meet them in such a way as to
Initiation Banquet
make the unit here stand out above all
will require the support, the
others
D
Company
of
banquet
The initiation
2nd Regiment of the Scabbard and whole-hearted cooperation of each and
Blade Society, was held Wednesday every person connected with the Univerevening, October 26th, at the Bangor sity in any capacity. Alone the depart-

Cleaning and Repairing
at the
MAINE PRESSING HOUSE
16 Oak St., Orono
Suits Pressed-50 Cents

By Prof. II. E. i.
As is the custom in all first class
technical educational institutions, the
seniors in the College of Technology
each year take an inspection trip into
various parts of New England. visiting
industrial plants and looking over engineering structures. This trip usually
takes place during the week preceding
the spring recess, and occupies the students' time for five or six days.
Places of special interest to the students of each Department are visited,
and each has its own schedule. Naturally, it happens that certain industries
appeal to all, as, for instance, the American Steel and Wire Company. This
Company, in one department, takes scrap
iron and puts it through the various
processes and turns out finished galvanized wire. The manufacture of this product involves mechanical and chemical
processes, as well as processes used in
the manufacture of structural steel and
electrical transmission wire. Again, at
the Boston Edison Company's plant, coal

House. The toastmaster for the evening
was Osgood A. Nickerson. Speeches
were given by Major Luther R. James,
Dean Boardman, Registrar Gannett, Leland S. March and several others.
WHY WRITE BY HAND?
Twelve new men were taken into the
Examine the Corona Typewriter, the Srabbard and Blade Society at this instudent's PERSONAL WRITING MA- itiation, including two honorary initiates,
CHINE, and you will know that you Captan Leon C. Norris and Lieutenant
cannot afford to he without one.
Jack Niehols. The active initiates were
Lawrence W. Davee, Philip R. White,
For sale by Stuart Johnson,
Franz R. Dolliver, Henry L. Doten, LeH. H. H.
land S. March, C. Roger Lappin, Edwin
Sole representative for the University W. Boothby, Phillip H. Stevens, StephRibbota and supplies
en S. Kaler and Louis P. Desjardins.

is converted into kilowatt hours. Here,
the future mechanical and electrical engineer sees scores of things to think
about. The civil engineering student
sees much construction practice and
coal handling.
The General Electric Company's factory at Lynn is visited, where chemical,
mechanical and electrical processes used
in the manufacture of electrical apparatus are studied.
In addition to industries of interest to
all such as those above, each Department visits plants, factories, and structures of special interest to its particular
students. The electrical students visit
telephone and telegraph stations, and
electrical substations and power plants.
The mechanical students visit plants
manufacturing machinery and others involving the use of mechanical apparatus
in turning out the finished product. The
"chemicals" visit chemical plants, chemical laboratories, gas plants, etc., while
the civils observe construction work and
bridges, sewerage systems, water supply
systems, and dams.
Each student is required to take notes,
and write up a report on each plant visited, thus having a record to refer to
at any time for data and details.
The student on this trip is privileged
to observe methods of manufacture and
construction, and scientific operations
not attainable except on occasions of this
kind. He sees put in practice the theories
he studies in colelge, and the correlation
of his branch of engineering with that
of others.
It is the belief that the week spent on
this trip is time well expended, and its
value comparable with any course of the
curriculum. The writer has not yet
heard a student who has the qualifications and ambitions of a future engineer
express anything but gratification for
having had the opportunities of acquiring knowledge which such trips afford.

Help Those Harriers
Over
The Course
Friday

3306 students work loyally
for the prestige of their Alma
Mater, founded in 1701, and
later given its illustrious name
in honor of old Eli Yale.
The Yale man may he differentfrom the Harvard man,but
all good college men alike possess the distinguishing mark,
the cla.s consciousness, the
well-bred savoir faire which
is marked by the smoking of
Melachrino — The Cigarette
Elect of all Nations.

U

The Mathematics Club held its first
‘Vill the person who called for the
suit, left by mistake at the Kappa Sigma meeting Oct. 26, at Fernald Hall. At
House, please return it, as it means a this meeting election of officers was
held. Miss Wetherbee was elected vice
personal loss to me.
president and Professor Hill as fcaulty
LOUIS K. SKLAR
advisor. There was a large attendance
plans were made
OLD TOWN at this meeting and
TAILOR
to form a program for the entire year.
The meetings of this club will be held
second Wednesday of each month.
the
Advertisers
Patronize Our

HARMONY

HO NDS
Remember that Melachrino is a master
blend of the finest Turkish Tobaccos
as originated by Miltiades Melachrino.
Egyptian cigarettes are simply those
chat originated in Egypt. But the tobacco is what you want to know about
—and if it's Melachrino—it's right.
INITIAL APPEARANCE

Intramural Reception Dance
TO

Bowdin - Maine Football Teams
ALUMNI HALL

NOV. 5

Aelachnno
"The Cigarette Elect of All Nations"

Till

6
Colby Defeats Maine With a Score
of 3-0
(Contsissed from Page Oat)
It Lunge
Lowery ((apt ) It
lg Mulvaney
Brow n 1g
c Lord
Enholm
rg Reardon
Cook rg
rt Dwelley
Burckel rt
McKechnie
re
Dolbeare re
qb Merritt
Young qb
rh Blair
Vale rli
Thomas
Ili
.
illett lh
..fb Gruhn
Sullis an lb
Score: Colby 3. Maine 0. Goal from
field, Young. Referee, Thomas F. Murphy. Harvard: Umpire. W. S. Cannel!.
Tufts; head linesman. Sanborn. Time
of game. 4 15 mm. periods. Substitutes: Maine, Small for Thomas. Taylor for Blair. Blair for Taylor, Mason
for Merritt. L. Jordon for Merritt.
Finley for Taylor, Zysman for Lord.
Elliott for McKechnie, F. Jordan for
Dwelley. Strout for Mulvaney. Colby:
Hulin for Dolbeare. Callaghan for Soule
Moreland for Cook, Berry for Brown.
Dunnack for Vale.
34

First I.. vteum Course Comes on
November 3
(Coatmoed from Pees One)
sage from Mars," "Turn to the Right."
and "The Man of the Hour." He also
reads popular short stories which are
sure to interest the listener.
For the fourth concert on February
25, the M. C. A. has engaged the Suwanee River Quartette, consisting of
four dusky singers and players. They
sing and play all kinds of songs from
the southern melodies to a little jazz.
In addition, one of the quartette is an
excellent reader.
At the last, but far from the least.
concert. March 16, we will hear the Versatile Artists; and the name is rightly
chosen. Georgia Price. harpist, and violinist, with Sigfrid Eklof, soprano,
reader and pianist, make up this company. Both have had much experience.
Every one of these artists have become famous in their branches of work,
and are costing several hundred dollars
apiece. The price for the course ticket
is two dollars and for the single ticket.
sixty-five cents. The tickets are now
on sale at various places on the Campus.

MAINS

CAMPUS
prices are right on the better makes of
Just great for comfort and our
sheep lined coats and heavy sweaters

Our Poultry Specialist
Began Egg Contests
Four years ago the poultry specialist
connected with the extension service of
the College of Agriculture tried the experiment of starting a six months' egglaying contest under conditions differing from those that had been followed
in other states. His plan was tu have
the competing hens kept on the farms
of their owners in the Orono type of
open-front houses and fed according to
directions prescribed on the enrollment
blanks. The universal method up to
that time, in conducting egg-laying contests, was to have all competing hens
kept in one place, under constant supervision. The chief object of the Maine
plan was to show the poultrymen taking part what their hens could do on
their own premises, under local conditions.
The contest of four years ago attracted widespread interest and it has
been followed annually since, starting
November 1 and continuing until May
1, the pens being occasionally inspected
by the county agents, the Farm Bureau
poultry project leaders or the Collegc
of Agriculture extension specialist, Mr.
Wilbur. Every month during the contest the records of production, quantities and cost of food consumed and
other details are forwarded by the competing owners and an analysis of the
month's showing is published by the
College.
This week the fourth annual contest
was begun. with 42 entries of 25 birds
each. York County leads with twelve
entries, Kennebec and Cumberland coming next with five each. The winners
in the three previous contests are included in the list. Six of the standard
breeds are represented: Rhode Island
Reds having the largest number entered.
the White NVyandottes. Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Leghorns, White
Ply-mouth Rocks and Anconas following
in the order named.
The Maine College of Agriculture
gets a lot of good publicity relating to
these annual contests. as the monthly
tabulation of egg-production is published by many of the agricultural
journals in the United States.
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EVERYTHING

Savinis and Check Accounts
Faculty and Student Account.'
Solicited
MAINE

162 3 ORONO

STAPLES' PHARMACY
B. R. & E. Waiting Room
OLD TOWN, ME.

Sancion & Davidson
Me.

Jewelers

Old Town

Promptly

Watches

Repaired

Clocks

Bernard K. Hillson
TAILOR
Suits called for and delivered
Now Selling a Tailored-Made
Golf Pants

Jewelry
Pens &

Properly
Repaired

Spectacles

Our Charges are Reasonable

$5--59

Lambda Delta Fraternity Becomes
A. A. Board Votes for Constitua National
PAGE 6 SHAW'S
tional Amendment
(Continued from Page OW
CANDIES at
(Continued from Page One)
Secretary of the fraternity, and Mr. stitution of the New England IntercolHOULIHAN'S PHARMACY
Walter Cole. a graduate of Maryland Igiate Basket ball Association and to
CLOTHING,
Orono, Maine
University and now a student at Har- approve the officers already elected at a
vard law School composed the installa- meeting of the association.
FURNISHINGS
tion team which came Friday night to
H. Mitchell
H.
The board also voted that the manageestablish this chapter.
HATS AND SHOES
ment be authorized to charge fifty cents
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Sigma Phi Sigma was founded in 1908
admission to the State Cross Country
Suits Pressed 50c
Mill Street, Orono, Maine
at the University of Pennsylvania. Since meet and that students be allowed to enCalled for and delivered 75c
then other chapters have been formed in
ter on their athletic tickets.
various parts of the country, and the
16 OAK ST.
ORONO, MAINE
fraternity has had an active existence ocWestern Maine Alumni Hold Bancupying a respected place among the
quet Oct. 27
For a Christmas present that is
societies.
Golf Breeches
more conservative Greek letter
(Continued from Page One)
useful
quarMonad,
a
Sigma
The Sigma Phi
Golf Hose
The last speaker along educational
Indian baskets and slippers, toy birch
terly magazine. is the official organ i it
SupSheep
Lined
Coats from $10.00
Thomas,
State
A.
0.
lines was Dr.
and cedar canoes, bows and arrows
the Fraternity.
himself to
to
$25.00
has
shown
who
erintendent
and souvenir goods
The charter members of Eta Chapter
way to
in
every
than
willing
more
be
at the University of Maine are: C. J.
GEORGE H. HUNT
keep the University and use his influ476 No. Main St, Old Town, Me.
Austin, F. B. Blake. C. R. Boothby, L
ence to forward the projects of its eduE. Boothby. H. 1. Doten, R. G. Fogg,
cational department in extension. He
K. E. Gibbs, C. B. Gould, C. C. Hagergave a noteworthy talk on the work of
SKLAR BROS.
thy. I.. M. Hagerthy, S. G. Hall, 1). W.
the
State University in general and
SON •ftt.
OHO 5155 ,11114,
F.
Johnson.
S.
J.
AT OLD TOWN
Iluckins.
S.
Hoyt, U.
spoke enthusiatsically of the great opM. Landers, L. C. Martin, C. M. McGuarantee
For Sale by
first class work in
portunities it gives.
Ewen, H. 0. Noyes. 1.. F. Noyes, I'. U.
Tailoring and Pressing
BESSIE SYSTEM CO.
Maine
Western
of
the
meeting
A
Nutting, W. W. Perkins. C. A. l'riest.
Alumni followed the banquet at which
Tel. 184-11
Bangor
U. II. Robinson. V. It. Robinson, P. E.
Bryant, Graduate Manager.
"Hamp"
Shiflett.
M.
Rollins, F. G. Shepherd, C.
V%•. :-,M1 I II
was the chief speaker. He gave a clear
Phone 103-2
Army Shoes $4.45
J. F. Tingley, V. A. Tingley, J. N.
athletic systhe
existing
explanation
of
Thompson. I). I.. Trouant A. R. Urann.
Magazines Now Sold
tem and opened a discussien of this
A very successful deputation service
Several of the Alumni who were unable
Fernald Hall
activities for the was held last Sunday evening, October
college
phase
of
the
MEN'S STORE
to be present on Saturday, plan to join
Delivered
to
your house—Subscriptions
alumni present. The occasion was a 30, under the auspices of the M. C. A.,
in the near future.
taken
Old Town, Maine
profitable as well as an enjoyable one.
at the Baptist Church in Old Town. For
Saturday evening a banquet was held
54
has
deputation
work
years
last
few
the
at the Elks Club in Bangor. After an
been passed up here at the University
excellent banquet, there was general
principally because there has been no
Priest
acted
Conan
A.
speech-making.
M. C. A. secretary. This year, however
as toastmaster, and called (in all presseveral
of the fellows asked Mr. Clark
ent for speeches in a way that brought
if a team could be organized to go Thurs. Nov. 3—James Oliver Curwood's
Mon. Nov. 7—Paramount Special
out a good many laughs. Prepared adThe initiation of the contributors' around to the different churches near
"NOMADS OF THE NORTH"
"THE WOMAN GOD CHANGED"
dresses were given by Foster Blake,
Club took place October 20. Among here and conduct services, to which he
Comedy and Scenic
Comedy "Movie Mad"
William H. Hoyt. and Chester Austin.
the initiates swre Grace Reed. Nlable gladly consented.
Tues,
The evening closed with various cheers
Nov. 8—Walker & Murphy
Fri. Nov. 4—Olive Thomas
Peabody, Philip Gray, Bernice Nicoll.
J. A. Nichols. who is in charge of
and then the memliers returned to the
"WHAT
LOVE WILL DO"
"EVERY
BODY'S SWEETHEART"
Frederick Marstine Edith Twitchell. these services arranged for the first to
Al
campus by a special car.
St.
John
"FAST AND FURIOUS"
"King
of
the
Circus"
and Arthur Wilson of the student body. be held last Sunday evening at the Old
Western—"The
Gun Runners"
Pi
and Diirothy Chasman. Lloyd Flewell- Town Baptist Church. The following
Sat. Nov. 5—Tom Mix
Wed. Nov. 9—Paramount Special
ins!. James Wilson, Doris Merrill and men took full charge of the services:
Football Fans Will See Hard
"THE NIGHT HORSEMAN"
"LIFE"
Mildred Beatham of the faculty. The Carl T. Stevens, President of the M. C.
Battle Saturday
Comedy "Just in Time"
Comedy and News
membership of this club is limited and A., who lead the singing and spoke
(Continued from Page OW
half of this number is composed of fac- briefly on some experiences that he had
der, the extent
which is not known: ulty members. Arthur Wilson was elect- while in the service; Arthur Wilson,
Taylor sustained another injury to his ed business manager. and Mable Pea- who spoke on "What the Silver Bay
knee; Gruhn. Maine's star backfield man body as associate editor.
Conference last June Meant for Me,"
has a had leg; Mulvaney. the heavy
After the initiation refreshments were and Bill Connon. student secretary of
guard, had his ankle twisted Saturday: served consisting of cider and delicious the M. C. A., also spoke.
Cohen, fullback, is still on the sick list. sandwiches.
At the close of the service. Rev. Mr.
Bowdoin has had a week's rest since
This Club is a new organization and Shurmann. pastor of the Church, comThe State University Maintained by
the game with Colby and their men are open to members of the junior and sen- plimented the young men before the enin fine condition to battle the Blue this ior classes and faculty members whose tire audience and spoke of the service
the State and General Government
Saturday in their big game of the sea- talent is directed in literary lines. It is as one of the best and most practical
son. Without any questifin at all the in a part an honorary society with pros- they had had.
Brunswick institution has been going pects of growing into an honorary Greek
These services are a very decided
COLLEGE OP' ARTS AND SCIENCES—Major
subjects in Ancient
very strong this suasim and has perhaps fraternity.
benefit to the University in that they
History and Art. Biology, Chemistry,
the best team in years. With eleven
Economics and Sociology,
The Maine-Spring is edited by this show the people of the towns in which
Education, English, French, German, History,
letter men from List year and a host of literary club and consists of poems, they are held that besides being strong
Latin. Mathematics,
and Astronomy. Philosophy, Physics,
new material that is going strong. Bow- short stories etc., written by students in athletics. Maine has a number of
and Spanish an?
Italian. Special provisions for graduates of
(loin presents a hard proposition which and alumni of the University of Maine. strong Christian men who are willing
normal schools.
Cola-um sir A GR ICULTURE.—Curricula in
the Bricemen must (ivetel)nle. Capt. The next issue of this magazine will be and confident in taking a part in ChrisAgricultural Edit
cation. Agronomy, Animal Husbandry,
Morrell, the best punter fullback in the published in standard size. Representa- tian matters.
Biology, Dairy Hu!
bandry, Fa-wry, Home Economics,
state; Dahlgren. Miller and Smith, half tives from the Contributors Club will
Manager Nichols is on the lookout for
Horticulture, Poultry Hu!
bandry, School Course in Agriculture (two
backs; Woodbury, quarterback; ends. begin soliciting for subscriptions in the any other men who would care to take
years). Short winte
courses. Farmers' Week
Gibbons and Hildreth; tackles. Won..n near future. The price this year for five part, and would like for anyone interCorrespondence and lecture course
and Tootell; guards, MacCuoly and copes will be $1.25
Demonstration work.
ested to apply to him.
Eames and center, 'MacCurily
are
The team hopes to go out nearly every
COILEG1 OF TECH NOLOG v.—Curricula in
certainly a formidable combination to Sigma Phi Sigma Holds
Chemical EngineerSunday to some church near here. They
ing. Chemistry, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, and
face.
Formal Reception Here plan to have social gatherings with the
Mechanical Engineering.
On paper it looks as if Itowd,in \\ill
-Uyoung people of the different parishes
MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
walk away with Maine Saturday.
Monday evening. October 31, a formal on Saturday afternoons or evenings and
STATION.—Offices. and
principal laboratories in Orono;
Bowdoin men are very confident al.„121 reception was given by Eta Chapter of then on Sundays to conduct the whole
Experiment Farms in Monmouth
and
Presque
Isle.
the outcome and they will be here lit).; Sigma Phi Sigma. Members of the fac- Church services.
GRADUA t COURSES leading to the
strong to back their team in the expected ulty and representatives from the difxl
Master's degree are offered
by tho various colleges.
victory over their big rival.
ferent fraternities and sororities were
Student Body to Hear Bishop
The Maine team will go through a persent. The receiving line consisted of
SU 11 ER T1554 of six weeks
Hughes Sunday
(graduate and undergraduate
strenuous week of practice under the Foster B. Blake, Mrs. Estabrooke,
(Continued from Pao,- One)
Lredit).
regular coaches and several former foot- Chester J. Austin. Frederick Tingley. Gold Star Service Flag.
For catalog
and circulars. address
ball stars. Verne Beverly will be here Stanley G. Hall, and Chester M. SinIn addition to the opportunity to hear
this week to help whip the team into the nett. Refreshments of punch and fancy this distinguished visitor, Mr. Clark. the
THE REGISTRAR
best possible condition for the struggle crackers were served. Mrs. Estabrook M. C. A. secretary, promises the best
Saturday.
acted as matron.
music on the Campus.
ORONO. MAINE

E. J. Virgie
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M. C. A. Has Good Start
On Deputation Service \

EDWIN CUTLER

Contributors Club Hold
Initiation and Banquet
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